We examine a number of methods to compute a dense vector embedding for a document in a corpus, given a set of word vectors such as those from word2vec or GloVe. We describe two methods that can improve upon a simple weighted sum, that are optimal in the sense that they maximizes a particular weighted cosine similarity measure.
Introduction
One way to represent word similarity is through a dense vector embedding, where the embedding is constructed so that similar words have vectors with a high cosine similarity. Mikolov et al. (2013a,b) introduced two breakthrough approaches with their skip-gram and CBOW variants of word2vec. These use neural models to predict a target word based on its context words, or vice versa. Pennington et al. (2014) subsequently introduced GloVe, another successful vector embedding method that was explicitly factoring a weighted word-word co-occurrence matrix. These prediction based approaches were a significant improvement over the count based approaches that were used before (Baroni et al., 2014) .
We would often like a vector embedding for a set of documents in a corpus, so we can find similar documents. A dense vector representation is convenient for many applications, such as clustering of documents. Le and Mikolov (2014) extended word2vec with the paragraph vector to embed documents as well. This is called doc2vec in the popular implementation gensim 1 . Lau and Baldwin (2016) examine parameter tunings for doc2vec, using an unweighted sum of the word vectors as a baseline.
Recently Arora et al. (2016) looked at sentence embedding methods using ideas similar to the present work. They suggest using a weighted sum of word vectors as a basic embedding. They introducted a new word weight function called smooth inverse frequency (SIF), which is discussed further in Section 3. They also suggested a post process applied to the weighted sum they called common component removal. They apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the document vectors u d collected as a matrix, and find the first principal component p. Then they subtract the projection of the vector to the first principal component:
We will experiment with these ideas in later sections. We derive two extensions of using a weighted sum for a document embedding, which center each vector by comparing the document term frequency to the corpus term frequency. We experimentally compare these two forms to a weighted sum, using 3 possible weighting functions, both with and without the PCA post processing. These ap-proaches do better than doc2vec on our data, and are competitive on the CQADupStack benchmark.
An optimal embedding for a document
Let v i ∈ R K be a the vector associated with word i ∈ V for some given vector space embedding of a text corpus with vocabulary V . Assume that these vectors have all been normalized to have a unit Euclidean norm, so ||v i || = 1, ∀i.
Consider a single document within the corpus, with n i being the count of word i in the document. If N = i n i then the term frequencies for word i in the document are tf i = n i /N . We also have corpus wide words counts n ic with N c = i n ic , giving corpus wide term frequencies tf ic = n ic /N c .
A weighted average of the word vectors in a document is perhaps the simplest type of document embedding:
The raw tf i in (2) is not that informative by itself. Is a tf i = 0.001 in a document high or not? It is more useful to know if a word is over or under represented in a document relative to the corpus. Let δ i = tf i − tf ic , so a positive δ i means word i is overrepresented in our document, and a negative δ i means i is underrepresented. You could think of δ i as the net term frequency of word i in the document, relative to the corpus.
Let u ∈ R K be the unknown vector embedding of our document within the same vector space, constrained to also have a unit norm, ||u|| = 1. The unit norm constraint is is convenient, because the cosine similarity we would like to maximize reduces to the dot product v i · u.
We want to find the unit norm vector u that maximizes the total net cosine similarity δ i (v i · u) of the document with each word i, where word i is weighted by a positive weight w i :
The δ i term will cause u to move toward overrepresented words, and away from underrepresented ones. If we collect the coefficients for u into a vector c:
we have
The optimal solution of (5) is the vector u * that is pointing in the same direction as the objective vector c on the unit norm:
While intuitively clear, a rigorous proof that (6) is the optimal solution to (5) follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We can expand the δ i in the unnormalized optimal solution c:
Let V d ⊆ V be the words i that actually are in our document, and thus have n i > 0 and a positive term frequency tf i . Taking advantage of sparsity, the first sum of (7) can be expressed with
Note that the second term of (8) is independent of the document, and could be viewed as a weighted center point of the corpus, so we will refer to (8) as the "center" form. The center point can be computed once and reused to efficiently embed multiple documents.
In the center form, every word affects the embedding of every document through the center point. Intuitively, we would not expect the absence of a rare word to provide any information to an embedding. We could choose a threshold tf ic , and only include words above this threshold in the second term. Another approach that avoids a tunable parameter (and worked better in practice) is to only include words i in the second term that appear in our document. That is, to also take the second sum over
We could rewrite (9) as:
so we refer to (9) or (10) as the "delta" form. In Section 5 we will see that the center form works better on shorter documents, while the delta form is better on longer ones. 
Weights
The previous section did not specify a word weight w i . The weight most used in Information Retrieval (IR) along with term frequency would be the inverse document frequency idf
where D is the total number of documents, and D i is the number of documents containing word i.
We can see that optimal solution for (8) with w i = idf i is the tf-idf weighted sum of the v i using term frequency computed for the document, minus the tf-idf weighted sum of the v i using term frequency computed over the corpus, then renormalized according to (6). Arora et al. (2016) recently proposed smooth inverse frequency (SIF) as a weight function:
where a is a parameter we set to 10 −4 . They provide a theoretical justification for this weighting using a generative model for sentences. They also note that this function is mathematically similar to the function used by Mikolov et al. (2013b) to subsample frequent words 2 :
where t is a parameter we set to 10 −5 . Figure 1 shows the three weight functions, where the idf i used in Section 5 have been scaled
so they line in the range of 0 to 1. The equations for (11) and (12) are quite close to each other at our parameter settings. Both approach 1 more quickly than the idf values. We will consider all 3 weight functions in the benchmark in Section 5. Arora et al. (2016) reported that SIF was better than idf on their test problems, but we found SIF and (12) to both be slightly but consistently worse than idf.
TripAdvisor benchmark
This section presents a new benchmark problem for document embedding, based on TripAdvisor reviews. TripAdvisor is the largest travel website, containing hundreds of millions of reviews of hotels, restaurants, and attractions. The structure of the benchmark was inspired by Hoogeveen et al. (2015) , discussed in the next section.
Given a corpus containing multiple reviews for a number of locations, we would prefer an embedding that puts the reviews of a given location closer to each other than to the reviews of the other locations. We can use this idea to provide labels for a supervised benchmark.
The dataset is constructed by selecting the 20 most reviewed hotels, 20 most reviewed attractions, and 20 most reviewed restaurants.
For each location, we will create 250 documents from reviews. Then we will compute the cosine similarity for each pair of the 15,000 documents. We would like the cosine similarity of documents in the same location to be above those for different locations. We could view the cosine similarity as prediction scores in a classification problem, and label pairs in the same location as a 1, and pairs in different locations as a 0. The area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is a metric that will measure the quality of the scores. It will be 1.0 if all of our pairs in the same location have scores above those in different locations, and will be 0.5 if they was no relation between the score and label.
We would like to examine the effect of document lengths on the embeddings, so we create a series of 20 problems. For problem k ∈ 1, . . . , 20, a document will be the concatenation of k randomly selected reviews. Thus, the k = 20 dataset will use 20 * 250 = 5,000 reviews for each location.
Providing more data in longer documents makes the problem easier, so the ROC AUC increases with the number of reviews per document. We will be interested in the relative order of the embeddings as the document length changes.
We use a 100 dimensional word2vec embedding trained using the default settings of the original word2vec implementation, which was trained over all 9 billion words of English language TripAdvisor reviews. We compute the tf ic and idf i over the full set of reviews as well.
TripAdvisor benchmark experiments
We would like to explore all the possible variations of our approach for document embedding. We can use a simple weighted sum (2), the center form (8), or the delta form (9). We have 3 possible weight functions: idf, SIF, and Mikolov's function (12). Further we can do PCA common component removal with (1) as a post process or not. We compute these 18 variations over all 20 benchmark problems.
The weight function turned out to be a dimension that had a dominant solution. We can consider all 6 * 20 problems for each weight, and then examine the change in ROC AUC between the idf weight and each of the other two weight functions. All 120 of these paired comparisons were positive in both cases, indicating idf was always better. Two histograms showing the change in ROC AUC are given in Figure 2 . This is contrary to experience of Arora et al. (2016) , who found SIF superior. This could be due to the large corpus used to compute the idf i in our problem, which is a superset of our problem's reviews. They were also working at a sentence level, while we had a mean document length of 103 words or longer.
The ROC AUC results for the six idf weighted variations of the 20 benchmark problems are given in Table 1 .
An obvious baseline approach is to take the unit weight sum of all the vectors for each word in the document, as was used in Lau and Baldwin (2016) , which is the unit-sum column in Table 1 .
We also trained a doc2vec model on the test documents using gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) . Lau and Baldwin (2016) examined how to tune the parameters of doc2vec for several similar tasks. They found the dbow approach superior to dmpv in most cases, so we use that approach. We create embeddings using their preferred settings 3 , although we do use a min count word count of both 1 and 5, since it seems that the optimal setting of min count will depend on document length. These are the columns d2v-mc1 and d2v-mc5 in Table 1 , respectively.
The highest value in each row of Table 1 is shown in bold. The idf-sum-pca form (use an idf weighted sum with a PCA post process) is best for 1 and 2 reviews per document. Then the idf-deltapca form is best for 3 to 20 reviews per document.
Considering the non-PCA cases, we can see that idf-center and idf-delta cross between 4 and 5 reviews, with idf-sum sandwiched in between. From Table 3 , an average document length around 450 words is the crossover point with idf-center better on shorter documents.
The doc2vec models with min count=1 and min count=5 also cross between 7 and 8 reviews per document, or at about 775 words, with min count=5 better on shorter documents. In this benchmark, the doc2vec models were not competitive with the idf weighted models.
The PCA post process always helps for the sum and delta cases, but results are mixed for center. With the exception of the 5 review case, Non-PCA is better for 1 to 9 reviews, and PCA is better for 10 reviews and up. It would appear that for shorter documents the center form is already doing a sufficient job of removing the common components.
The unit-sum baseline trailed far behind all other cases, indicating that at the very least a simple tf-idf weighted combination of the word vectors should used instead.
6 StackExchange benchmark Hoogeveen et al. (2015) created a benchmark dataset called CQADupStack, using questions from 12 StackExchange question answering forums. One task involves finding questions that have been marked as duplicates. The different forums have between 1.52% and 9.31% duplicates. The questions vary in average length from 83.4 words for the english forum to 166.5 words for programmers. They specify a large subset of pairs of questions to use in scoring cosine similarity. Pairs with a duplicate question are labeled as 1, and other pairs a labeled as 0. They use the scores and labels to compute the ROC AUC for each forum, inspiring the approach in the previous section. Lau and Baldwin (2016) use this dataset in their evaluation of doc2vec. In one section they compare a doc2vec model and skip-gram word2vec k idf-sum idf-sum-pca idf-center idf-center-pca idf-delta idf-delta-pca unit-sum d2v-mc1 d2v-mc5 Table 5 , which correspond to our doc2vec and unit-sum columns, respectively. We add the six idf weighted variations we used in Section 5, with results given in Table 2 . In this case idf i are computed over the set of forum data.
Results were more mixed on this benchmark. The doc2vec model was best in 4 forums, idfdelta-pca was best in 5 forum, and idf-center-pca was best in 2 forums. The forum with the shortest text, english, was best with idf-sum-pca. Once again, a PCA post process was always helpful for sum and delta, but mixed for center. The unit weighted sum trailed distantly behind in all cases.
Conclusions
We give a new benchmark problem for document embedding based on TripAdvisor reviews. It prefers embeddings that put reviews for the same location closer than those of other locations, which is an idea that could be adapted to other benchmark problems.
We use this benchmark to examine a number of variations of approaches for document embedding. We find that at shorter lengths, the idf-sumpca method with the PCA post process suggest by Arora et al. (2016) is best. Perhaps due to our good estimates for idf i , the SIF weight function they suggested lagged slightly behind. At longer lengths of 300 words or more, the idf-delta-pca approach using (9) performed the best.
If we want an extremely easy to implement solution without a PCA post process, then the idfcenter form becomes best for short lengths below 450 words, and idf-delta is best for longer lengths.
Clearly, document length needs considered when designing vector embeddings, and no single approach may be best for all lengths.
